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BEYONCÉ:BEYONCÉ:
Beyhive is buzzing loudly with the latest
single from the album ‘Renaissance’ has
surfaced. The track istitled ‘Break My
Soul’, an upbeat and peppy musical
creation which is bringing back the taste
of ‘90sdancer and disco pop music along
with Beyoncé’s magical vocal skills. The
singer has done a masterfuljob in creating
this track offers a party mood along with
an ample dose of invigoration and
optimism aswell. With the musical halt
during the pandemic phase, many
musical concerts, as well as
ongoingprojects, have been canceled.
Now, that the turmoil is over; Queen Bey
is making her epic comebackwith the
latest album ‘Renaissance’ which is her
seventh studio album. The album is all
set to release onJuly 19 this year and
global music lovers are waiting for it.The
latest track ‘Break My Soul’ is Queen
Bey’s attempt to depict the struggles of
the commoner whohas gone through a
fair share of suffering and depression,
loss of job, mental issues, and so on.
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Music News

Nayeon Has
Made It to
The
Billboard
200
Albums
Chart with
Her Solo
Album
‘IM NAYEON’ by Nayeon has
become the top 10 Billboard 200
Albums chart. With the solo debut,
the K-Pop girl group artist has
achieved big recognition.

Nayeon from TWICE has made it to
the Billboard 200 Albums chart.
Billboard has recently released the
Billboard 200 Albums chart and it
has stunned everyone as Nayeon
has got into the top 10 charts. It
has ranked one of the most popular
albums in the United States. She is
the first K-pop solo artist to hold
such a position.

As a group TWICE has got into the
Billboard 200 but it is a great
achievement for Nayeon because
she got recognition for her solo
creation.‘IM NAYEON’ was also the
best-selling album of the week in
the United States along with the
number 1 position on the Billboard
Top Album Sales chart. According
to 30th June, it has sold 52000
albums and became the best-

THE1STMINIALBUM

INNAMRON
selling album. Along with that,
ten thousand fans of the South
Korean girl Nayeon have shown
their support by not only
streaming the EP but have bought
CDs in droves.This album got so
much appreciation from all
around the world in such a short
period of time. This album was
released on 24th June and is
achieving so much success for its
musical excellence.
Before this, TWICE got the top 10
position for their studio album
‘Formula Of Love: T+O=<3’ and
mini-album ‘Taste of Love’.
With its musical caliber, this girl
group has reached out to a
worldwide audience. Their
musical flow has garnered a lot of
listeners.
This K-Pop band has taken the
culture of music to another level.

 After BTS and BLACKPINK,
this band has taken the position of
one of the prolific K-Pop bands.
They have contributed a lot to the
music industry with their creation.
The praiseworthy soundscapes have
mesmerized all the listeners.
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Music News

CARDI B IS WORKING HARD ON THE
COLLABORATIVE VENTURE OF A MIXTAPE

WITH LIL' KIM
Cardi B has shared her interest to release an entire Spanish-
Language record, and this collaboration with Queen Bee has
raised the curiosity of fans of both artists

Cardi B has talked about her willingness to collaborate with Lil’
Kim for her upcoming album. She also has said that she wants to
write with her husband Offset. Cardi B said in a detailed interview
with Hot 97, “I want Lil’ Kim on my album,” before she gradually
revealed that she has already “hit her up”.

Her interest in Lil’ Kim has been explained by Cardi B well
enough. She explained “debating another song because I kinda
want her on this one too.” She added, “What I really wanted to do
was like an ‘Aunt Dot’ with her (Lil’ Kim’s 2014 track with Lil’
Shanice) but then I’m kinda debating, is that gonna be a little bit
outdated? I just want the song I do with her, I want it to be like a
super great comeback.”
She continued, “I just don’t want to put her on my album on a
song and it’s like, ‘Cool, yeah, she had a Lil’ Kim feature.’ I want
this to be like her insane moment.” 

Her enthusiasm for working with Lil’ Kim, “It just has to be,

 ‘Oh my god, they’re a great duo.’ That’s what I
really want with Kim, like something that just
makes sense.”

Recently Cardi B revealed her plans for a full-
length collaboration with Migos member Offset
in another interview. She has worked with Lil
Yatchy in 2018 for the single ‘Who Want the
Smoke?’ and another from Offset's 2019 project
titled ‘Father of 4’ song ‘Clout’.

Cardi B said, “After I do this album, I do want to
do a mixtape with my husband ‘cause I love how
he raps,” continuing, “He could rap his ass off.
I’m really, really a fan.” Apart from these two
ideas she also has shared her interest to make a
full-length Spanish-language album.

She told the media, “I feel like that’s more
pressure to me than anything, because that
Latin world, they want it, but I feel like it’s not
as easy as people think,” adding more, “It’s like,
‘Oh, you speak Spanish, you can just do a
Spanish song.’ No. ‘Cause, they’re a little bit
different. That’s a different world right there but
I wanna try it.”Her collaboration with Kanye
West and Lil Durk ‘Holy Shit’ just dropped
earlier this month.
Check out For More News Updates on Google
News. 
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Music News

AMY WINEHOUSE BIOPIC WILL NOW BE
DIRECTED BY SAM TAYLOR-JOHNSON

A biopic of late English singer-songwriter Amy Winehouse has
been in talks for a long time since 2018 to be exact. The film will
now be directed by director Sam Taylor-Johnson.

Sam Taylor-Johnson is best known for directing popular movies
like ‘Fifty Shades of Grey’ and ‘Nowhere Boy’. The film about the
Camden singer is to be titled, ‘Back To Black’ and the script will be
written by Matt Greenhalgh, who was in the team of Johnson’s
‘Nowhere Boy’. The co-producers of the movie are Alison Owen,
Studiocanal, Tracey Seaward, and Debra Hayward.
The film, ‘Back To Black’ is to be based on the book ‘Saving Amy’
by Daphne Barak. The book is based on the six months of filming
that consists of 40 hours of footage, a lot of exclusive photos, and
notes that the author finished with Winehouse and her family
members in the last three years of her life before she died of
alcohol poisoning back in 2011 at the age of only 27.

Winehouse’s family members confirmed that
they have acquired a multi-million-pound deal
for a biopic of Amy in 2018. At that time the film
was said to be directed by Owen. Winehouse’s
father Mitch Winehouseeven stated that they
were ‘very much looking aforward’ to informing
the world about the ‘real Amy’ through the
film.But Last year it was Mitch Winehouse
revealed that the ‘Back To Black’ film was ‘100%
not allowed’ because the makers did not even
approach the family or Amy’s record label
Universal for the film.
As per the reports of TMZ, her father told the
news outlet at the time, ‘They can’t be that
stupid. Everyone knows proper licenses must be
granted.’

In the 2021 BBC TV documentary about Amy
Winehouse named, ‘Reclaiming Amy’, Mitch
Winehouse appeared with his wife Janis. The
documentary was released on the 10th death
anniversary of the singer. Another documentary
about the singer named, ‘Amy’ was also released
in 2015 by Asif Kapadia. The Winehouse family
was also openly critical of the documentary.
This is the second attempt to make an Amy
Winehouse biopic after a 2015 project was
abandoned. It was supposed to be directed by
Kristen Sheridan and in which Noomi Rapace
was to play the role of Winehouse. Mitch
Winehouse stated before that he would not
allow his daughter’s music to be licensed for a
biopic.
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Popular
Singer
Phoebe
Bridgers Is
Back in the
News Yet
Again After
Giving an
Interview to
MSNBC
The songwriter shared her view on
the questions and issues regarding
women's rights and abortion rights.
She also expressed concern
regarding the government's
role.Phoebe Bridgers is a very
popular name in the American and
also international music industry.
The singer recently discussed how
her pro-choice attitude and
campaigning for abortion rights
have been received by fans on the
MSNBC news show The Beat With
Ari Melber.

In the interview, which aired on
Sunday night (July 12), Melber
asked Bridgers if she had ever
witnessed audience members leave
her performances when she
brought up the subject of abortion.
She said she's only seen it happen
"A couple of times" and that she
frequently feels like she's
"preaching to the choir" because

her fan base is primarily liberal.

She said, "It's always validating, in
some way.' She continued by
adding, "It’s nice to know that a
message is getting to somebody
that disagrees with me.” In light of
Roe v. Wade, the historic 1973
decision that made abortion legal
on a federal level, being overruled
by the US Supreme Court in June,
Melber then questions if she
thinks young people are aware of
the difficulties surrounding access
to abortion.

She said, "I think people are
terrified." She continued, “We
have a dollar from each ticket [on
Bridgers’ tour] going to
the Mariposa Fund, which is an
abortion fund based in Santa Fe.
There’s all kinds of things that we
can do, but I hate that the
responsibility has been thrown on
these grassroots organizations
instead of the government.”
Access to and care for abortion
have frequently been the focus of
Bridger's charitable activities. She
participated in a virtual
performance benefitting Planned
Parenthood in October 2020. 

She also co-wrote the anti-abortion
song "Miracle Of Life" with Bright
Eyes at this period, reiterating her
pro-choice stance.

A year later, she recorded a rendition
of Bo Burnham's "That Funny
Feeling" for charity, with all sales
going to Texas-based organizations
that promote abortion rights.
Bridgers led the audience in
chanting "fuck the Supreme Court"
during a recent performance at
Glastonbury.

The American singer-songwriter is
presently on her "Reunion Tour,"
which will take her to Lollapalooza
Paris this weekend after she
performs in the Czech Republic on
Thursday night (July 14).
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Artist Spotlight

METAPHYSICAL
Is Resilient in
His Passion for
Hip-Hop
Music, Listen
to the Best
Song of the
Artist 'The
Dirt'
Artist METAPHYSICAL has been
consistent in his endeavor to
produce some spiritually and
mentally uplifting songs. Having
experienced a long journey of
hustles, the artist developed his
lofty craftsmanship which helps
him write some glorious hip-hop
tracks. His journey to become an
artist has been filled with a lot of
struggles. However, it was his
dedication to composing music
that held him up in his tough
times. One incident that changed
his life was held in 1994. A car
accident sent him into coma. When
he got up from an extended period
of unconsciousness he had to learn
to talk and walk again. But that
incident helped him find the
essence of his life.
Having endured the pain of
epilepsy, which caused him to lose
his job, he became stronger in life.
He lost almost everything- his
home, family, job, and money.
However, he developed a never-
give-up mentality over time and
turned his life to music. Even
though he was homeless, he never
stopped following his passion. He
wrote one of the best songs of his

METAPHYSICAL

career, ‘The Dirt’.

The music genius
METAPHYSICAL has given some
brilliant hip-hop songs to hip-hop
music lovers. His name,
Metaphysical means beyond
physical. His songs truly signify
his name as they blur the line
between physicality and
spirituality. Some extraordinary
songs given by the rapper are
‘Kept Dumb’, ‘Gene Rodenberry
Theory’, ‘Anonymous’ and others.
His music is a mirror of his own
beliefs and personality, fearing
God and being blessed to be
guarded by him.
It is a song he wrote when he was
homeless. His homelessness made
him realize the importance of
spirituality in life. It got him to
have an elevated attitude toward

 life. His song will help listeners
understand the fact that
“ORIGINALITY IS THE BEST
PERSONALITY.” It is the sheer
dedication to music and passion for
songwriting that have enabled him
so a deeply moving song. Moreover,
he has followed all the essential
techniques of songwriting which has
made his track multilayered,
delicate, and highly inspiring. The
use of rhetoric has added some extra
qualitative layers to his track. So,
listen to the song, ‘The Dirt and all
his other songs on Reverbnation.
The artist is very versatile and
dedicated to contributing to the
music industry as best as he can. To
get all the latest updates on his
music, listen to his songs on
Soundcloud, Apple Music, and
Spotify.
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Artist Spotlight

Be Consumed
by This Prolific
Artist Peter
Lake Music
and His
Exceptionally
Driven
Number
‘Stones’
Music is an ecstatic form of
expression, and this is where Peter
Lake Music is marvelous. When the
world is after recognition and
fames this man is releasing music
celebrating his anonymity. This
unique Canadian-born artist is one
of a kind music artist who has been
extremely in every musical form.
He is a Singer and a songwriter and
a music producer as well. After
spending quite a time in this music
industry he is still convinced by
these unique ways of making
promoting music. Being a music
artist himself he restrains himself
from conducting live concerts and
tours. Preventing himself from a
physically tiring concert will give
him more time to make more new
songs like ‘Stones’.

Musical Career

He is from the United States and a
New York-based music artist and
producer. And he has been
extremely amicable in his creative
form of musical craft. The
wholesome and hearty music that
he makes is very elevating as well
as consuming. From warm feelings

to levitating writing, his music has
an exceptionally overwhelmed
diction. And the most celebrated
number from his catalog is ‘Blue
Flower Blue’, which has the most
number of streams residing at
over 1.3 million. He has delivered
songs like ‘Flowers and Rain’,
‘Figure it Out’, ‘Sweet Abyss’, ‘Stay
Baby Stay’, ‘Ghosts in Me’,
‘Shadow Games’, ‘Sugar It Lightly’,
‘We Got That’, ‘Whistle’, ‘6
Seconds’, ‘Past Lives’, ‘Black
Corridor’, ‘Come Over Here’,
‘Bonfire Eyes’, and ‘Vaccinate
With Love’.

Latest Release

Peter is a very successful music
producer in this industry; he has
put forward a large singer-
songwriter catalog. And Peter
Lake Music has stated the fact
clearly and out loud that he just 

wants to humbly make music and
indulge his time in music and
nothing else. And this true nature is
profoundly seen thin the track
‘Stones’.

If you listen to this song closely you
will be able to see that there are
various genres and multiple flavors
are infused into this one track. And
the unity despite the diversity will
ensure the charm that he cast upon
his listeners with his simplest
musical arrangements.

The blissful concoction will surely
offer you a great time hearing the
song. The song is available on
Spotify and SoundCloud. Follow his
website along with his Instagram
and YouTube profiles.
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Artist Interview

Celebrate the Life and the Journey
of Life With Aj Mclovely and Her
Heart-Melting Number ‘Breathe’

Extremely prolific artist Aj Mclovely is celebrating life
and every moment of it with her exceptional track.
Being widely famous she has decided to be back on the
stage for more indulging tracks soaked in her musical
supremacy. Her ‘Breathe’ will make your heart melt with
the soothing yet overwhelming rejoices of living.From
cinematic brilliance in her video to her undeniably
magical voice and her heavenly aura will fascinate any
music lover deeply. Her musical self as well as her gifted
talents are widely appreciated by her audience. Aj
Mclovely is synonymous with melody and musical
brilliance.

DMR: What should we call you apart from your
lovely name? 

Aj Mclovely: Aj, it is short for Amanda-Jane and has just
kind of stuck throughout the years.

DMR: Can you share more about this beautiful
track ‘Breathe’?

Aj Mclovely: Yes, of course.Breathe was written by
myself after i was inspired on the school run one
morning.It is about loss and how we are affected after
someone we love dies.This was my take on how i deal
with those tough days, when you really miss them, and I
felt it was a beautiful sentiment to imagine them living
on all around us in everything we do in our daily lives.

DMR: You have said that you were 10 and since
then you have been in love with music. But when
have you decided that you want to pursue music as
a career?

Aj Mclovely: I was singing as soon as i could talk but I
would say i was about 10 when i really got “into” my
music.I didnt decide I wanted to pursue a career in
music until much later on in life-my early twenties.I
dabbled in a few bits and pieces in my early to mid
twenties but then got married and had two children
close together, and so focused on family life.  I only
really got back into it again when my life circumstances
changed massively and music became my release, my
happy place and what kept me going-that was in my
thirties.

DMR: Any childhood memory regarding music or
performing that you would like to share with your
fans?

Aj Mclovely: Yes.  Quite a few but the main ones would
be, performing in a talent show in my final year at
secondary school, as a spice girls tribute act-it was
amazing fun and we choreographed dance routines and
everything and another one would be performing on
stage at the emmerdale extravaganza event in
Aberdeenshire-the only time my late dad and late
grandad ever saw me perform. I sang Faith Hill's, There
You’ll Be and Alanah Myles', Black Velvet.

DMR: You have a huge fan base from around the
globe, what is the next goal you are setting to
achieve? 

Aj Mclovely: Thank you.
I feel very blessed to have the following I have all
around the globe.  I believe lockdown really helped with
that. It brought a lot of people together online.
My next goal would be to keep on growing! Already
Breathe has been played at funerals, Hold On has saved
lives and Bleeding Heart has had many people up
dancing at gigs.  I believe music should be shared and
affect people.  If your music can touch just one person,
that is a gift but ideally i would like it to touch many
more people and affect their life in a postive way.

DMR: Are you willing to collaborate with your
contemporaries to make songs or do you want to
keep this journey an individual one?

Aj Mclovely: Yes, i really enjoy collaborating with others
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Artist Interview
and have done already. Its really nice to work on
something with another person or persons and it's
lovely for connecting. I do love my solo work but i also
love to be a part of something.

DMR: Please share what are the genres you follow
or want to follow in your upcoming tracks apart
from folk. Or do you want to stick to folk music and
deliver more numbers soaked in these charming
folk vibes?

Aj Mclovely: To be honest I've never really put myself in
one particular genre. I would say im quite diverse like
that, not only in my tastes in music but also in my own
tracks-the EP really showcases this. I would say i have a
strong country vibe(with Breathe) and i do LOVE
country music, as it tells a story and I am a fan of many
female country artists, however i LOVE dance and
trance music also, and I really enjoy working on dancier
projects too. I wouldnt really rule anything out but as
I'm learning guitar at the moment, i feel that country
and folk are probably more the vibe I am heading for.

DMR: The charismatic video of the song is a treat to
watch, and the greenery is just beautiful to witness,
and this cinematic celebration of life was brilliant.
Is there any memory that you have while filming
this video, would you share it with us?

Aj Mclovely: Thank you.  I am so glad you enjoyed it.
Because of the lyrics of Breathe-i really wanted the
video to encapsulate nature and the feeling of loved
ones being all around us. I am a huge fan of nature and
its healing vibes, and i knew in my mind exactly what i
wanted for the video. The location is a place thats very
special to my heart and almost magical. We were on set
very early in the morning, it was drizzly and dreich, as
they say in Scotland, but it all just kind of worked.  My
favourite memory of the video was the toadstool.  The
most fantastic bright red, big toadstool(im a huge fan of
photographing mushrooms and know quite a lot about
them so it was amazing to have this WITHOUT any
special effects).  I just love me walking past in bare feet
as its just so grounding, but also has a real fairytale feel
to it.

DMR: Would you like to share any suggestions for
your emerging music artist that they should while
pursuing this career?

Aj Mclovely: Do it because you love it.
This industry is brutal, difficult and more often than

 not  about money and/or who you know. There are
loads of fantastic artists out there who have never
“made it” on a big scale or made much money from
their music, singers and musicians who have never been
heard of because its such a difficult industry to break in
to. Remember WHY you do what you do and keep
making music because it makes you happy and its what
you love. If you do it for fame and money, you are in it
for the wrong reasons.

DMR: Are you working on any projects now can you
share a glimpse of what you are working on?

Aj Mclovely: Yes, i am working on my 5th single - The
World Hasn't Stopped Turning. Its another country type
ballad. The song and melody are fully in place, i am just
looking for the right musician or team of musicians to
bring it to life.

DMR: Apart from music what are the things that
you like to do or you enjoy doing? 

Aj Mclovely: I am massively into nature and
nature/wildlife photography.
In fact my music page is pretty well known for my
nature lives, where i go to various locations, and also
my garden, and film the beautiful scenery and wildlife.
My garden is a little wildlife sanctuary and i have filmed
fox, deer, mice, badgers, birds and so much more to
share with my fans. I also love working out, especially
boxing, cooking, I'm a total foodie, and LOVE fine
dining, and just chilling with good company, usually
around a fire pit, nice glass of red and some tunes on.

DMR: Any messages for your fans? Where they can
find you or listen to your songs?

Aj Mclovely: Yes.
A huge thank you to everyone who has supported me on
my journey so far.  I could not have done it without you.
For anyone new to AjMclovely, you can find me at
www.ajmclovely.co.uk, my music website (where you
can also purchase my music and merch). My music is
available on all leading music platforms such as Apple
Music, Spotify, Amazon etc, and of course, my facebook
page AjMclovely. I always welcome new followers, as its
crucial to keep growing.  My page has a unique almost
family vibe and i am very proud of what has been
created.
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TACEY is
Showcasing
Her Talent
With The

Song
'Conmigo'

CONMIGO

The promising and emerging artist TACEY is expanding
her reach with her debut soundtrack. This artist has
stunned everyone with her first piece of music, titled
‘Conmigo’. The official video of this song has captivated
a lot of listeners from all around the world. This artist is
gaining a lot of recognition with her first-ever song.
Recently we got the chance to have a chat with her and
this is how it went –

Q.  feel about achieving such recognition with the
track?

Ans.  I’m so happy my first single Conmigo is finally out
and people are loving it so far! So incredibly grateful of
all the love it’s been receiving. Especially since it’s in
Spanish, it was definitely a challenge for me! It was so
much fun choreographing and creating the music video
to it and sharing my vision with the world!

Q. What has inspired you to make this soundtrack?

Ans. When I first heard the track Conmigo I loved it
from the start! The song was a demo and it was actually
part-written and sounded amazing already but I felt like
something was missing and decided to change a lot of
the lyrics to make it mine and personal so I could relate
to it more, it needed to sound like me 100% so I made
sure of it :) and I made it much more danceable so I
could dance to it!

Q. .How did you come up with the idea of making
‘Conmigo’?

Ans. When I started working with my producer, he
introduced me to the track “Conmigo” which was
actually supposed to be released by another artist a
couple years ago and never came out. I first listened to
Conmigo back in 2020 but decided not to record it
because as that time I was more focused on recording
English songs and felt like it needed to be more
danceable but still always felt a intimate connection to
the song. So fast forward a year later, I decided to record
“Conmigo” and I added my own lyrics and melody and
everything else I felt was missing to the track to fit me. I
was already envisioning the music video and the
dancing and I’m really proud of what it became!
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Artist Interview
Q. Is there any special incident you would like to
share from the making of ‘Conmigo’?

Ans. Fun fact, so actually my first and main language is
English but I really love singing and making Latin
music, I guess it’s in my blood :)) so I took it as a
challenge to make more music in Spanish and decided
to release Conmigo as my first single!!

Q. Who has encouraged you to become a musician?

Ans. I always felt like I was born into art in general, I
knew since I can remember that the entertainment
industry was my thing and growing up performing on
stage I knew that it was what I wanted to be all my life.
As a dancer I grew up around all types of music dancing
to so many different styles of dance and being exposed
to all genres, I learned to appreciate and to love music
from a very young age and that definitely inspired me to
make music myself but the long term goal for me was
always to be an entertainer, not just a singer.

Q. How do you manage to do everything?

Ans. I think the key to mange and balance everything is
to have a positive out look in life. I like to set goals and
accomplish them and to always just keep focus on my
work. Everyone has a different path and it’s okay to slow
down and take your time and go at your own pace, just
as long as you keep going and doing what you love.

Q. Along with singing, you are also skilled in
dancing, anything you would like to say about this?

Ans. Dancing 100% inspires my music. I’ve been
dancing since I was four growing up performing to so
many big artists songs. Being a dancer is a lifestyle and
dance has taught me so many lessons that I easily apply
to my singing career every day. Dancing is a big part of
me and I’m the kind of artist who I am today because of
dance.

Q. Where did you learn to make music?

Ans. I grew up listening to music 24/7 because of dance
but I started making music full time when I was 15 in
LA. Being professional in everything I do is very
important to me, I have been preparing and getting
ready for years because I respect the industry and I like
to be proud of everything I put out there. I’m still very
young, which means that there’s so much to learn and

I’ll always continue growing and working on myself and
my art.

Q. Are you working on something right now?

Ans. I have and currently been working on so many
projects right now in which hopefully I’ll get to share
really soon!

Q. When we will get to see your next project?

Ans. I’m releasing my next song and music video very
very soon!

Q. Any concert or shows you are planning to do?

Ans. There are no dates set yet, but I’m definitely
planning and will do a lot of shows in the future! I can’t
wait!

Q. Would you like to give any message to your fans?

Ans. I’ll always be so very grateful for all my fans who
support my dancing/music journey along the way since
I was a little girl and to remember to love yourself, not
care about what anyone else says about you, have big
dreams, have goals, and keep going! When you work
hard everything is possible. 
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'No I Won’t' is the Song
from Antonio Jean that

Can Seamlessly
Connect With Your

Feelings
Talented and rising music artist Antonio Jean has come
up with his latest launch titled “No I Won’t.” The
enchanting 5 minutes of the song speak volumes about
relationships that listeners can relate themselves to.

The initials of the song start with rocking guitar nodes,
gradually progressing with the artist’s high-pitched
voice accompanying the lyrics perfectly. The artist has
tried to portray the reality of today’s generation where
people are full of complicated relationships with almost
everyone. The energetic yet meaningful pop production
from the artist has touched many hearts. Music artists
of this caliber are quite rare to find in today’s musical
space.

Antonio Jean is a pop music artist who was raised in
Washington D.C. While aged 13, the artist moved to North
Carolina, where he continued his higher studies. After
losing his mother back in 2018, the artist decided to
pursue his musical career without looking back any
further. After struggling with multiple hardships and
financial problems, the artist is back on the track with
some of the most mesmerizing productions the global
music community has ever seen. The artist hopes that
each of his releases can cheer up the audience and only
spread the positive vibes instead of the negative ones.

Being an upcoming artist, the discography of the pop
master is a unique one. Well, considering the flair of the
artist, it has to be said that the artist has a knack for
coming up with unique subject matters through his music.
Taking pop music to newer heights with a slight touch of
alternative rock, the artist has so far released two other
singles to his name. The songs “What Do We Do Without
Love?” and “Need” has crossed 27.7k and 2.2k plays on the
music-streaming platform Spotify respectively.

The latest release from the artist in the form of “No I
Won’t” is a masterpiece in itself. Whether it is the concept,
composing, or even the execution, every aspect of the
song has been covered in an exceptional way.

The courage to highlight the nature of the real world and
the things that people suffer from in the song defines the
artist’s confident personality. The song is now available to
stream on Spotify. Do not forget to follow Antonio Jean on
Instagram, Facebook, Apple Music, and YouTube to get all
the information and updates on his upcoming releases
and more.
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Groove
With
Shradan’s
Exquisite
EDM
Creations
That Make
You Dance
Resonating with the hearts of
music lovers, Shradan is paving a
new creative wave of electronic
dance music. This music artist is
spreading his musical aura through
the ecstatic beats digital beats and
remixes that do not fail to captivate
the club hoppers. The music artist
is capable of setting everyone’s
mood with his brisk moves and
creative psyche that reflects
through his musical creations.

Shradan, formerly known as DJ
Darsh is one of the most versatile
EDM and house DJs in the industry.
This talented music producer is
based in Los Angeles however, he
belongs to Indian origin. He
graduated in Music Production
from Los Angeles Recording School
and slowly nurtured his skills to
stay at the top of the game. As a
music artist, he is greatly inspired
by Calvin Harris, Tiesto, R3hab,
Jonas Blue, Alok, and many others.
Soon, he started gaining ample
attention by performing in various
events like Live Nation’s Holi On
The Beach, Spice Affair Beverly
Hills’ New Year’s Eve Party, and the

list goes on. He has also played in
various Indian venues along with
DJ Suketu and DJ Aqueel as well as
for the celebrity clients like
Akshay Kumar, Mukesh Ambani,
and many others.

Shradan has made numerous
mixes and timeless creations
through live events and parties.
He also made some digital
releases that helped to pave a solo
career as a music artist than a live
DJ. In 2020, he dropped a single
called ‘Resolve’, a five-minute
long musical journey to enjoy. In
2021, the uberly talented DJ came
up with another track named ‘See
in Color’ which offered some
dynamic electric grooves along
with ample vocal elements.

This year, Shradan has released
another single titled, ‘Don’t Say

 (Extended Mix)’. This track is deftly
crafted by the DJ to offer a unique
taste of EDM. It single reflects the
artist's progress and consistency in
his craft. With a clock time of three
and a half minutes, this track might
seem short but its musical impact
definitely leaves a long-lasting
impact. It offers a major hook that
can easily captive everyone with a
potent dose of energy. Masterfully
crafted, the track is crafted by
keeping the BPM in mind that
resonates with the pulse of the mass
listeners. This masterpiece is going
to reign all the parties in 2022 as
well as in the coming years. The
artist is available on Spotify,
SoundCloud, YouTube, and all the
major music platforms. Catch him
on Facebook, Twitter, and Instagram
to know more.
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“Nosotros” by Mileisy M.
Has Amazed Music
Admirers from Every
Corner of the World
Rising music producer and music video director Mileisy M. has
launched yet another masterpiece titled “Nosotros.” The
mesmerizing ballad produced by the artist has gone on to catch
the attention of listeners worldwide within a very short time. The
remastered edition of the song by the artist features some of the
best Cuban and Spanish musical elements, which further defines
the beauty of the number. The artist has tried to include her own
version of rich lyrics and flawless violin tunes in the song. As the
song was written by Pedro Junco back in the 1930s, the artist has

tried her best in making a fusion of Spanish and
Cuban cultures and has perfectly portrayed the
interconnectedness with the song.

Mileisy M. is a New York-based versatile jazz
violinist, music composer, music video director,
and music entrepreneur. The artist was
influenced and mentored by the renowned jazz
violinist Miss Regina Carter. In some of her
productions, she has also worked with Miss
Carter who has played a major role in her music
career. Mileisy also has had the experience of
working with several renowned names in the
music industry, along with Grammy winner
Arturo O’Farill. Intending to incorporate new
musical elements, varying textures and forms of
music, and rhythms that can touch hearts, the
artist has established a firm position in the
current professional musical space.

The artist loves to experiment with music by
going beyond the traditional genres and comes
up with something new every time she launches
a track.

Talking about the artist’s musical contributions,
the latest release by her is the first production
in which she has sung. The other two
productions from the artist “Pass Out Then
Alive” and “Decisions” feature some of the best
blends of violin melody and heart-capturing
beats. The presentation and performance by the
artist in each of her songs display unique
creativity that many artists lack in today’s
musical space. With the newly released single,
this also happens to be the first time that the
artist has decided to provide an excellent re-
mastering.

The latest release, “Nosotros,” is a musical
ballad that has all the necessary elements to
stand out. Be it the guitar nodes or the violin
tunes, or even the artist’s soothing vocals, every
aspect of the song has been perfectly executed
by the artist. The flamenco fusion provided by
the artist at the end of the song highlights the
music cultures between Cuba and Spain. The
never-ending magic of Spanish music has once
again been highlighted for every music lover to
cherish. Stream the track on Tidal, Deezer,
Amazon Music, VEVO, YouTube Music, Apple
Music, and Spotify. Follow Mileisy M. on
Instagram for more information.
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Be Charmed
With the
Ecstatic
Musical
Graph of
Makenna
Rochelle in
Her
Supremely
Crafted
Number
‘Ghost’
Residing in the most nurtured
genre of pop, Makenna Rochelle
has always wanted to offer some
compelling versions of her
musicality. From her musical
diction to her gripping vocal
qualities, she has been one of the
most daunting performers of this
age. The simplicity and the
poignant elegance that her songs
deliver are very charming to
witness. She has some unique ways
that seamlessly portray the usual
serenity along with proactive
vibrations. The first time you listen
to her fresh release ‘Ghost’ you will
understand the eminent poise the
song offers. Any music lover will
indulge their time to experience

the charming aura of the song.
Being the beauty that she is and
her graceful voice makes her
presence and her vibes more
heavenly than it is already.

She was always fond of music and
the reason behind this fondness
was the plays and karaoke nights
that she has seen since a very
young age. But her passion was
somehow overshadowed by the
time and other things until the
pandemic hit the world hard. And
she felt the urge to follow her
passion and accelerated the ways
and started writing songs once
again. By the spring of 2021
Makenna Rochelle first tasted
popularity with her two of the
most gravitating numbers ‘Psycho’
and ‘Version of You’. And the
popularity has triggered her to
make more songs soaked in the
purest vibes of her musical accent.
She offered songs like ‘Three,
Two, One’, ‘On est tout’, ‘Everyone
But Me’, ‘Heart’, ‘Letters to
Ghosts’, 'Alors Alors', ‘Tatoués

Dans ma tête’, ‘When She Loved Me’
and some more grooving heartfelt
tracks and her debut album ‘Letters
to Ghosts’.

Verses of this heartfelt song are
written by Connor Scott and
Rochelle herself. And along with
these heavenly lyrics, she has
performed the song in such a way
that it makes you feel the warmth of
her voice. She has produced the song
and has co-distributed it under
exclusive license to Atlant

ic Records. She has been working
under exclusive license to Atlantic
Records since the initial days of her
career and now she has begun to
produce as well. Her driven nature
and her vocal qualities deliver the
most prominent hits of this age. Her
career is going to ace this race as she
has all the qualities that should be
enough for one of the biggest names
of this age. ‘Ghost’ is available on
Spotify and Apple Music; you can
also follow her on YouTube,
Instagram, and Twitter.
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Lizzo is a joy facilitator
more than any other
current pop star, or we may
say bop star. Additionally,
Lizzo’s debut album since
she rose to fame as a
festival-slaying celebrity is
titled “Special.” ‘Truth
Hurts,” her enormous
breakout single, didn’t truly
take off until a few months
after Lizzo released her
superb third album, “Cuz I
Love You,” in 2019. As a
result, in addition to
contributions from her
longtime producer Ricky
Reed, “Special” also
includes contributions from
a number of A-list
hitmakers. Lizzo is now
scheduling a timer in the
studio not just with Max
Martin and Mark Ronson,
but also with Dua Lipa co-
writer Ian Kirkpatrick,
Kanye West collaborator
Mike Dean, and Kid
Harpoon, Harry Styles’ go-
to producer.

All the fame and popularity
don’t mean that Lizzo has
forgotten her own
charismatic style. The
singer has once again
entertained the global
music community with her
mesmerizing talent and
brilliant songwriting. The
singer has left no stone
unturned in expressing her
core values of sisterly
solidarity, self-
empowerment, self-belief,
and body-accepting nature
in each of her songs in the
newly launched album. She
has referred to her past self
via the opener “The Sign,”
which has given a beautiful
portrayal of her the singer

4.5/5
By Daily Music Roll

Lizzo’s Just-Out Music Album
“Special” is More Than 12 Self-

Assuring Tracks & Exuberant Pop
Performance

!  !  !  !  " 

believes to be at her best and her original at all times.

The empowering nature of the song “Break Up Twice”
instills a sense of confidence in every listener. Similar to
‘Girls,’ “Grrrls” confidently transform an outdated,
sexist Beastie Boys song (‘Girls’) into a straightforward
song about female empowerment. Infused with a
romantic yet jazzy melody, the concluding number of
the album titled “Coldplay” starts with a rendition of
the ‘Yellow’ chorus. The party-vibe songs in the album
are loaded with clever details. The piano line from The
World’s Famous Supreme Team’s classic 1980s club
smash “Hey DJ” is included in the lead track “About
Damn Time.” In order to welcome Lizzo’s LGBTQ+
supporters on the dance floor, another disco anthem,
“Everybody’s Gay,” plays on both the contemporary and
historical meanings of the word ‘gay.’

The most Lizzo-like method could think of to capitalize
on the post ‘Blinding Lights’ passion for 90s pop sound
is to sound somewhat like the Pointer Sisters on the
delirious future blockbuster “2 Be Loved (Am I Ready).”
Unlike other artists, Lizzo trends her own style and then
adds a bold and confident key shift for a perfect
measure in her songs. Every song from her fresh album

speaks a thousand
meanings on the modern
concerns of the so-called
adaptive and broad-minded
society. On the other hand,
“Naked” is a song that
speaks about making your
partner accept the way you
are. It is a ballad where
Lizzo has emphasized the
line ‘I’m a big girl, can you
take it?’ The other song, “I
Love You Bitch” is a
shamelessly-confident
approach from Lizzo where
the singer has talked about
the spicy way to handle text
messages from your
partner. Given Lizzo’s
immensely uplifting
message, it may be
expected that “Special”
occasionally borders on
cheesiness. But it’s so
cheesy that you won’t be
able to resist. In the song,
“Birthday Girl,” Lizzo has
spread some light on the
way you should treat
yourself whenever you are
having your
birthday.Coming to the
conclusion, it has to be said
that the music industry is
witnessing someone who is
absolutely fearless and
passionate about her
approach. The latest album
will act as a shield for all
the people who face low
self-esteem and always
progresses with low
confidence. The album is
about empowering your
inner-self of yours and
ruling the world in your
own ways. Listen to all the
12 songs and enjoy a
fascinating span of 35
minutes with Lizzo’s new
album “Special,” streaming
on Spotify. 
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Acoustic and peaceful in
nature, and combined with
soft vocals of Billie Eilish,
newly launched songs “TV”
and “30th” are making the
EP “Guitar Songs” popular.

Two new acoustic-driven
songs, including “TV”,
which Billie Eilish and
brother Finneas debuted
during a U.K. performance
in June, and the brand-new
song “The 30th”, have been
officially released by Billie
Eilish as Guitar Songs.

For the first time in five
years, Eilish and Finneas
performed “TV” live on
June 7 at the AO Arena in
Manchester, England. Eilish
also went on to claim that
“We haven’t played a new
song live before it’s out
since 2017 or 2018.” The
singer stated that “The
30th” was composed last
December and was the first
song she wrote after
“happier Than Ever” in an
interview with Zane Lowe
on Apple Music 1. The main
mystery behind the song
“The 30th” lies in an
incident that happened
back on November 30th
when she was with Finneas,
as described by Billie. As
always, the heart-warming
vocals and the soothing
guitar nodes in the track
bring a unique melody. By
analyzing the lyrics, one
can understand that it must
have been a tragic incident
that led Billie to compose
such a song. The rising
intensity and the pace of
the lyrics in the middle of
the song portray and focus

4.5/5
By Daily Music Roll

"TV" AND "THE 30TH"
ARE THE TWO HEART-

SOOTHING ADDITIONS IN
BILLIE EILISH'S BRAND-

NEW EP "GUITAR SONGS"
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 ultimately on the lyric
‘You’re alive you’re alive
you’re alive.’

Billie Eilish also revealed
that the songwriting for
“TV” took her several
months as she and her
brother had very little time
to make music while being
on a tour. The singer also
said that the first verses of
the song were completed
early, returning later
months after to complete
the remaining verses of the
song. The emotional blend
of ear-soothing tunes of
this song is capable of
calming down the heart of
listeners. Lyrics like ‘Now
all of my friends, are
missing again, cause that’s
what happens when you fall
in love’ dictate how the life
of an individual changes
when they fall in love with
their partners, and the
distance with their friends
goes on increasing. The
song eventually ends with
the lyrics of crowd sheering
along with the voice of
Billie ‘Baby I Baby I, Baby
I’m the problem.’Without a
doubt, it has to be said that
the slowcore edge and
accessible emotion in both
songs have made an appeal
to every listener to cherish
their present moments of
life. The instrumentals, the
beats, and the flow of both
tracks have also perfectly
accompanied her voice.

The EP is now streaming on
all major platforms
including Spotify. Follow
Billie Eilish on all social
media platforms for more
information and updates.
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ALEX RODRIGUEZ HAS SHARED HIS
THOUGHTS ON JENNIFER LOPEZ IN A RECENT

INTERVIEW WITH IHEARTRADIO
Former basketball player Alex Rodriguez said that he has "no
regrets" following his breakup with Jennifer. He also labeled
Jennifer Lopez as the best human being.Alex Rodriguez and
Jennifer Lopez are probably some of the most famous names in
the international music industry.

Jennifer Lopez has been globally renowned for her talent for
singing, as the singer has been entertaining the global music
community for many years. Well, life between Alex Rodriguez and
Jennifer Lopez, as it seems, has taken different turns as both of

they are now considering their new future.

Fans were startled to learn that Jennifer Lopez
and Alex Rodriguez had called off their
engagement in March of last year. But a year
later, both celebrities are doing well in their
private lives. Ben Affleck and the Marry Me
actress have since rekindled their romance, and
in April, they became engaged (again).

Meanwhile, the former Yankees player recently
revealed to Martha Stewart on her iHeartRadio
podcast how content and healthy he has been
feeling lately.

When Stewart first questioned Rodriguez about
how life had been since J. Lo, he responded that
he had "no regrets." He said, “I’m very fortunate.
I wake up every morning and thank the good
Lord for my health, for my beautiful daughters,
who are now 17 and 14. That is my number one
focus in life.”

The former baseball player-turned-
businessman, 46, added that there is absolutely
no animosity still present from their breakup.
He said, “Look, we had a great time. More
importantly, we always put the kids front and
center in everything we do. Here’s what I will
tell you about Jennifer, and I was telling some of
my colleagues here the other day, she’s the most
talented human being I’ve ever been around.”

"Hardest worker," he continued. “And I think she
is the greatest performer, live performer in the
world today that’s alive.”

Rodriguez and Lopez started dating in 2017, and
in 2019 they made their engagement public.
They initially spent the weekend at home with
their blended family, which also included
Rodriguez's children Ella and Natasha with ex-
wife Cynthia Scurtis and the "On the Floor"
singer's twins Maximilian "Max" David and
Emme Maribel, whom she shares with ex-
husband Marc Anthony.

However, the Covid-19 pandemic ultimately
forced them to cancel their initial wedding
plans, and soon after, the pair made their
breakup public.
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THE OTHER SIDE OF BILLIE EILISH: 10
UNKNOWN FACTS

There are a lot of Billie Eilish fans out there but does everybody
know about the little secrets about this ‘Ocean Eyes’ singer?
Perhaps the fans really need to know about the other side of the
pop mogul of the industry. This talented young singer has made
some significant progress in her musical career in the last few
years. Her unwavering personality, fashion sense, and incredible
vocal talent have ignited a fire among music lovers as well as her
young fan base of her through highly relatable lyricism that
speaks about the struggles of life.

Other than worldwide fame and musical contributions, there are a
lot of things about the singer that the world is still unaware of.
Get to know about the 10 unknown facts about Billie Eilish that
every fan should be aware of.

1/10. 
Songwriting from the age of 11
Songwriting requires immense skills and a poetic persona that
does not happen overnight. However, Eilish has garnered ample
attention for her songwriting skills from the beginning of her
musical career. The singer has been nurturing her skills in
songwriting since she was only 11 years old, a member of the
LosAngeles Children's Choir. In an interview with Vogue, the
singer said that choir was one of the first platforms that helped
her develop her singing skills without ruining her original vocal
essence. Honing her skills in singing from the heart helped her to
come up with her own tracks.

2/10.
Billie was homeschooled

Though she joined the choir at 11, Billie and her
brother Finneas were homeschooled by their
parents. They learned all the subjects like
school along with music which their parent
especially preferred. The singer shared with
Vogue that homeschooling helped her and her
brother to focus on music more than anything.
It is a good decision that paved the way to work
on their interests.

3/1o. 
Finneas is the biggest mentor
Talking about her brother, Eilish always said
that her brother is not only just one of her
closest friends but also one of the greatest
mentors behind her music. He helps her write
all of her songs as well as performs with her in
the shows and concerts to support her. Finneas
has written and produced all of the 14 tracks
from the album "When We Fall Asleep, Where
Do We Go?". Perhaps, his brother is helping her
to spread the deep feelings inside her through
these amazing musical compositions.

4/10. 
She has Tourette Syndrome
A lot of people might not know but the singer is
a sufferer of Tourette Syndrome. Being in the
spotlight as a young adult singer could be a
daunting task when one has to deal with
personal issues as well. Many viewers might
have already seen the Eilish made little tics and
odd movements in some portions of the music
videos. People who are unaware of the
syndrome made fun of her. However, Billie’s
indomitable spirit was not easy to crush. The
singer declared to the world about her suffering
from Tourette Syndrome and how she is trying
every day to have better control of it.

5/10. 
The Real reason behind wearing baggy
clothes
While most of her fans are drooling over her
baggy clothes and funky attires, the real reason
behind it is truly saddening. In this era, body
shaming and sexualizing have become a
common element and when it is regarding a
talented artist, things get even twisted. She
deliberately wears baggy clothes in order to
avoid getting sexualized like the other celebrity
singers. She is currently 20 years old and it is
heartbreaking to see a young talented artist
conditioning and restricting herself due to an ill
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perspective.

6/10. 
A fan of Justin Bieber
Billie Eilish is one of the biggest fanatics of Justin Bieber and she has always been openly talking about it. Her
fandom has reached Justin as well and now, they are good friends. In an interview with Zane Lowe, Justin said that he
would do anything to keep Billie safe. Such a remark is sweet enough to melt the hearts of the fans.

7/10. 
Self-control over life and social media
With over 64 million followers on Instagram, it might seem quite difficult to maintain all the social media accounts
alone for young celebrity singers. But Billie is making a difference by handling everyone alone without any influence
from the managers. All of her posts make the followers feel she is a part of the common mass well. However, she does
not answer everyone.

8/10. 
Billie hates smiling
Other than laughing out loud in an interview, it can be a pretty rare sight to witness the singer smiling. Even the
photographers would agree that it is hard to expect a smile coming from Billie during the shoot or working on any
musical project. The singer once said that smiling makes her feel weak and powerless.

9/10.Vegan Eilish
It is pretty common for such a huge plant and animal lover like Billie Eilish to be a complete Vegan persona. She was
a fully-fledged vegan since 2014 and prefers to eat the only vegetable-based product, avoiding meat and animal-
based products. Eilish once appeared on the show ‘Hot Ones’ where the celebrities try put chicken wings
complimented by some of the hottest and spiciest sauces around the world. The singer had soy-based fake chicken
instead of real ones.

10/10. ‘The Office’ Fan
When it comes to favorite series, Billie is always up for ‘The Office’. Many of her fans might have thought differently
but there is no doubt that this wholesome and humorous series is her favorite of Eilish. She even utilized some of the
lines and samples from the episode "Threat Level Midnight" from season 7 for her track "My Strange Addiction". It is
safe to say, ‘The Office’ is one of her addictions.
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THE MUSIC VIDEO FOR BLACKPINK’S
COMEBACK WILL HAVE YG

ENTERTAINMENT’S HIGHEST PRODUCTION
BUDGET EVER

The filming for BLACKPINK’s upcoming music video is reportedly
already underway. Earlier this month, they also wrapped up the
recording of their upcoming album.

Fans of BLACKPINK were treated to an intriguing update on July
26 by YG Entertainment. The four-member girl group is currently
filming the music video for their upcoming comeback. What’s
more intriguing is that the upcoming video will have the highest
budget of any project the agency has ever undertaken.

It demonstrates the agency’s dedication to making the musical
comeback of the Kill This Love female group a delight for all. To
the delight of fans, the agency has also confirmed that the group
would return the following month.

Fans have endured two long years of waiting (and several rumors),
and now, BLACKPINK’s official comeback is eventually getting
closer. The album, which was released in Korea on October 2,
2020, was the final album by the four-member female group.
Jennie, Rose, Jisoo, and Lisa have since engaged in solo projects

while also releasing a few collaborations with
Western musicians now and again. The
announcement by YG Entertainment of the
group's largest production to date has sparked a
passionate appeal for enthusiasm from the
BLINK fan base worldwide. The Ice Cream
musicians are almost through with the
recording of their new album and are already in
the middle of making their song video.

BLINKs were delighted by the news, especially
because the agency has fle3xed the production
budget. Although the cost was not stated
specifically, some of BLACKPINK’s music videos
cost up to 500 million KRW (approximately
382,015 USD). The girl group’s lavish music
videos are one of the prime reasons that draw
followers. The How You Like That female group
is known for its elaborate music videos that
feature diamond-studded tanks, enormous
traps, and spectacular set pieces. Additionally,
Lisa’s LALISA and BLACKPINK were both
nominated for Best Metaverse Performance at
the MTV Video Music Awards, which made
BLINK’s happiness skyrocket.

The group’s most recent song release is another
factor fueling the frenzy. During their in-game
concert, The Virtual, the four-member girl
group teamed with PUBG MOBILE and stunned
fans with an unheard song named ‘Ready for
Love.’ On July 29, at 1 pm KST, the music video
for, “Ready for Love,” will be unveiled.
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Is The BTS Member V Dating Someone?
ARMY is waiting to know if V is
dating someone or not. Currently,
there has been a rumor that V
might be dating someone but it is
not confirmed yet.

The K-Pop boy band BTS is very
famous among all the music
enthusiasts. This band is being
appreciated by the global audience.
They have represented the K-Pop
culture in front of everyone. They
have a huge fanbase all around the
world. Currently, this band has the
biggest fanbase, which is known as
ARMY.

All the seven members of them are
getting equal love from their
admirers. They have given a lot of
songs that have accumulated all the
pop music enthusiasts.

This band is also known for their im96

dancing skill along with singing. It
is their innovative way of
presentation that has garnered a
huge number of audiences.

In this group, one member getting
the maximum amount of attention,
known as V.

he has become the global crush of
all the girls. Recently there is a
rumor has come out that V is
apparently dating someone. It has
created a buzz among all his fans. It
is still not confirmed, if the artist is
truly dating someone or not. Till
now there has been no
confirmation on this topic.

All his fans are eagerly waiting to
know if he is really dating someone
or not. As the artist hasn’t
confirmed the news himself then
we cannot assure whether he is
dating or not.
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THE HISTORY AND CURRENT STATE INDIAN
MUSIC INDUSTRY IN 2022

Music is one of the biggest parts of Indian culture and the history
of music dates back to the Vedic ages. There are so many forms of
music in India but Bollywood music has dominated the scene for
more than 100 years. With massive digitization and the rise of
streaming services, regional music has also gained traction in the
mainstream music industry. Indian music has now reached a
worldwide audience with the help of digitization.

IMI

The Indian Music Industry or the IMI founded on February 28,
1936, is an organization representing the recording industry
distributors in India. It was named Indian Phonographic Industry
or IPI when it was founded. It is the second oldest music industry
organization in the world. It protects the copyrights of the music
producers and helps in the growth of the music scene. It
represents India at the International Federation of the
Phonographic Industry or IFPI. It is registered with the West
Bengal Societies Registration Act as well. Top national and
international record companies in India like T-Series, Saregamapa
India Ltd., Sony Music Entertainment, Universal Music, Virgin
Records, Zee Music, and many more are parts of this organization.
More than 75% of all legal music sales in India are represented by
the IMI. The organization’s administrative office is in Mumbai and
its registered office is in Kolkata. There are other offices under IMI
in various cities like Bangalore, New Delhi, Hyderabad, Chennai,
and many other cities. The organization is tirelessly working to
prevent piracy of music and protect the rights of the music
producers. It also has been a part of the launching of the IMMIES
music awards with MTV.

History

The Indian music industry had been dominated

by cassette tapes in the 1980s and 1990s. The
industry broke records with cassette sales of
nearly 180 million units in 1990. This data
includes both legal and pirated sales. India
became the second biggest cassette market after
the United States with that record-breaking
sale. The Indian music industry was earning
nearly $291 million or ₹12 billion by 1998.

At the beginning of the 2000s, the industry sold
nearly 49 million cassettes every month. At the
end of the 2000s, the music industry shifted to
online streaming reducing the sale of cassettes,
CDs, and even digital downloads.

Structure of the current Indian music
industry

With the current population of young people at
1.3 billion, the music industry of India is
growing rapidly. Music professionals are now
considering the Indian music industry as the
biggest frontier in the world. The revenues of
the Indian Music Industry have experienced
rapid growth over the few years. The latest rise
is driven by the growing online population of
the country. India’s film industries, especially
the Bollywood film industry still contribute
greatly to the Indian music industry. Bollywood
films alone produce nearly 80% of the music
revenue of the country. The revenue of the
Indian music industry is generated by three core
businesses: recording, publishing, and live.

Recording music industry

As per the reports of the IFPI, in 2018 the
recording music industry generated more than
$153 million, which is more than 17% of 2017.
In the same year, the revenue of streaming
music rose by over 22% as streaming made up
69% of all the recording music revenues. It is
also known that 80% of music consumption is
contributed by film music in India and outside.

Publishing industry

The publishing music industry is still not very
mature. The Music Copyright Act of India issued
copyrights of the songs to the film producer up
till 2012 and not to the actual songwriters.
Amendments to the law have been made since
then but the publishing industry still needs to
make a lot of improvements as most artists do 
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not earn from the royalties. The revenue made up by the royalties received by the songwriters and composers makes
less than 1% of the total revenue of the music industry or only $4 million.

Live industry

The live music industry in India is not easy, to sum up, due to the disjointed nature of 5the live music scene in India.
From the reports of the Indian Music Convention and PwC, it is speculated that around $280 million in revenue is
generated by the live music industry in India. The ticket sales for the live music made up 30% of all live revenues as
per PwC estimation. The rest of the revenue is divided into brand sponsorships, merchandise sales, private events,
and more.

All three industries make up a total of $443 million for the Indian Music Industry. The country has gained the 15th
position in the 2018 IFPI rankings. The music industry of India aims to take a position in the top 20 by 2022. The
music industry has to maintain its growth and accelerate accordingly in the coming years to meet the goal.

Record labels

The record labels have been a part of the music industry for a long time and the biggest record label right now in
India is T-Series. It has a 35% share of the Indian music market. Next to the race is Sony Music India with a 25%
share in the market followed by Zee music, which is in a partnership with Sony. The other top music labels in India
are Saregamapa India Ltd, Universal Music, Virgin Records, Times Music, Aditya Music, Tips Industries Limited, and
many more.

International Top 20 Singles

The International Top 20 Singles chart was launched by the IMI on June 21st in 2021. The best-performing
international songs in India as per the data from Spotify, Apple Music, and Amazon Music are included in the weekly
published chart. Some of the latest top singles in the chart are ‘As It Was’ (May 2, 2022) by Harry Styles, ‘Yet To
Come’ (June 20, 2022) by BTS, ‘Left and Right (July 4, 2022) by Charlie Puth, and more.

There are two types of certification for both albums and singles: Gold and Platinum. While the album units are
measured by Album Equivalent and tracks are measured by Track Equivalent.
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NATASZA
Has
Stunned
Everyone
With The
Song 'Let
Me Lie'
‘Let Me Lie’, the exemplary song
has been released by the proficient
artist NATASZA. Her presentation
has accumulated a lot of music
lovers from all around the world.
 
Natasza Urbańska, vastly known as
NATASZA is showcasing her
creative talent by delivering
brilliant pieces of music. She has
generated a buzz among all the
listeners with her latest
soundscape ‘Let Me Lie’. With all
the brilliant songs this artist has
accumulated many listeners from
all around the world.

The proficient artist NATASZA is an
established artist in the music
industry. This artist has reached
out to the mass audience with her
exemplary soundtracks. Her
outstanding way of approach has
made all of her creations different
than each other. Their thematic
and rhythmic flow has captivated
worldwide listeners. With the
lyrically and musically enriched
song, she has mesmerized
everyone. She has shown her
caliber by balancing out the songs
with the subtle music flow. She is a
versatile artist, who is an actor too.

Along with that, she is an
independent artist who single-
handedly composes, records, and
produces her musical crafts.

She is an efficient artist of the
industry, who has given quite a
few songs in her musical career.
Some tracks of her are ‘PSIEŁZY’,
‘LINIE’, ‘Rajd 44’, and ‘Instynkt
KAMP! REMIX’. Their hooky and
groovy music have made all of
them different than each other.

Her diverse presentation has
made the songs even more
appealing. With the refreshing
vibe, the artist has garnered more
ears in a brief amount of time.
Along with that, her pleasing
voice has added a unique element
to the songs. With her different
style of approach, she has gotten
the chance of reaching out to
more audiences. Apart from being
a singer and dancer, she is also
renowned for her acting skill,
which she has shown in a film
named ‘365 days’.

NATASZA has created a buzz
among all the music enthusiasts,
with her

latest soundscape ‘Let Me Lie’. With
the well-versed write-up and
intriguing music, she has reached
out to all the listeners. The soothing
music of it has made the soundtrack
more pleasing. Her praiseworthy
presentation has stunned everyone.
With this song, she has spread a
refreshing vibe and that is what kept
everyone hooked to it. Apart from
the song she has done an excellent
job in the music video too. With her
groovy moves, this song has become
one of a kind. It is available on
YouTube, so visit her channel and
check it out. Other than that, follow
her on Instagram, Facebook, and Tik
Tok to get all the updates.
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Music News

Spotify Is Growing More with Its Podcast Strategy
The music streaming platform
Spotify is gaining a lot of
subscribers by giving services like
podcasts. The platform has gotten
188 million subscribers recently.

Spotify is the major music
streaming platform of the present
time. The number of premium
subscribers of this platform has
increased to 188 million in the
second quarter. The monthly active
users of Spotify are approximately
433 million. Over years, the number
has increased drastically.

This company has experienced 14%
and 19% growth in premium users
and monthly active users.
Currently, it is the largest music
streaming platform that is available
to everyone.

This platform is getting so many
users for its innovative service.
Along with the vast collection of

 songs, they also give facilities of
podcasts, which have brought more
numbers of listeners. This is the reason
for the growth behind this platform. It
has pushed Spotify’s earnings to a huge
scale. On this platform, podcasts like
‘The Joe Rogan Experience’ and
‘Breaking Bread’ is available. There are a
huge collection of podcasts that are
available on this platform.

ChangeLikeCrashingWaves
109

*H (Il

This company had a loss of nearly
about $127 million in this quarter,
but they are prioritizing subscriber
growth over quarterly profit.

Now they are focusing more to give
a better quality of their service to
listeners rather than making more
profits. They are going to attempt
audiobooks as their next project
according to the news.

Spotify hasn’t made any
announcements for its latest tier,
named Spotify HiFi. It is going to
be a higher-quality subscription,
which they announced in February
2021. 

Still now, there is no comparison of
their service with other major
music platforms like Amazon Music
or Apple Music. This company is
holding the number 1 position by
giving the best assistance.
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Pre Release

Madonna and Warner
Brother Celebrates a

Decade of Musical Hits
with a 50-Song Album
'Finally Enough Love'

Legendary singer and performer
Madonna is releasing a remix
album based on her works by far.
‘Finally, Enough Love’, will be
produced and distributed by
Warner Brothers and will have 50 of
her dance club numbers. And the
album will release in segments,
first one will have 16 songs in it
and released on the 24th of June,
2022. And the second portion of the
album will release on the 19th of
August.
‘Finally, Enough Love’ has all the
elements of Madonna and her
unique musicality. Some of her
double-sided numbers like ‘Luck
Star’ with ‘Holiday’ and ‘Angel’
with ‘Into the Groove’, will be in
the album. Apart from that the 16-
song release will have songs like
‘Vogue (Single Version)’, ‘Secret
(Junior’s Luscious Mix)’, ‘Hung Up’,
‘Girl Gone Wild’, ‘Medeline’, ‘Deep

er and Deeper'.

The Queen of pop, the Diva has curated
this collection and the glimpse of the
album is forecasting the charming dance
number of the album. She has delivered
albums like Rebel Heart in 2015 and
Madam X in 2019. With this album, she
will deliver 50 number ones on the
billboard list.
Just over a month ago on 12th May she
has Warner Brothers released a 33
seconds trailer of the album. The vibrant
red and black combination along with
the monochromatic accent has made the
look compelling. The album will be
available on every digital music
platform along with a download
option.Her historic number, her 50th 1st
on Billboard’s Dance Club Songs chart ‘I
Don’t Search I Find’ made her the first
and the only artist with this much of
hits in her career. Madonna said, “Dance
is my first love, so every ti

me one of my songs is celebrated in
the clubs and recognized on the
charts it feels like home!!”
The only absence from this album
is 1987’s no. 1 ‘Causing a
Commotion'. Her Dance Club Songs
no. 1 is a complete album that was
released in 1987 and topped the
Billboard chart in 1988. The chart
was not songs specific but an
album-centric chart. Each track of
this album is remixed and re-
mastered by the seven-time
Grammy winner Mike Dean.
Previously, Dean has produced
Madonna’s last two releases
Madam X and Rebel Heart.
The last august Warner brothers
have announced the release of this
project and now the time has come
to witness her profound music and
dancing tunes in her ‘Finally
Enough Love’ as well as her ‘Finally
Enough Love: 50 Number Ones’.
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The Life Is
Beautiful
Festival will
feature Calvin
Harris,
Gorillaz, Jack
Harlow
The 2022 Life Is Beautiful festival
will take place from September
16th to September 18th in Las
Vegas. This year’s lineup feature
amazing acts from various genres
like electronic music, hip hop, indie
rock, and pop music. The event will
not only have incredible music but
food and art as well.
The tickets for the festival are
available on the official website of
Life Is Beautiful since March 18th,
after they announced the concert
dates. The tickets are available in
four types: Single-Day General
Admission, VIP, VIP Plus, and All
In. The visitors can get access
to Shuttle Pass through the site
starting at $180. The VIP tickets
will be available at $795.
The VIP tickets will give the
festival-goers access to the air-
conditioned restrooms, VIP
Villages BACARDÍ stages, VIP food,
beverage, limited-stage viewing
areas in the VIP Villages, exclusive
merchandise, and more.
The organizers of the festival have
also released the lineup for this
year. Artists like Gorillaz, Lorde,
Jack Harlow, Arctic Monkeys, and
many more are going to be
performing this September in 2022
Life Is Beautiful.
There will be an interesting EDM
lineup as well. Internationally-
recognized artists like Calvin

 Harris, Kygo, and many more are
among the headliners in the
upcoming event. Other electronic
acts who will be performing in the
show are Gryffin, Alison
Wonderland, R3HAB, SG Lewis,
Said the Sky, and Marc Rebillet.

Some other headliners in the
three-day music festival are
Migos, Beach House, and Cage the
Elephant. Artists like Big Boi, Rico
Nasty, Oliver Tree, Alessia Cara,
XCX, Sylvan Esso, Isaiah Rashad,
and more are featured in the 2022
lineup. The complete lineup can
be viewed on the festival’s official
website.
Popular musicians such as
Alexander 23, Coi Leray, Omah
Lay, Shaggy, Lexi Jayde, Grandson,
Wet Leg, Amaarae, and Pussy Riot
are among those who will be
making an appearance at the 2022
Life Is Beautiful festival.
The organizers have announced
the official 2022 festival poster
content which is open to all.
Artists across the US can
showcase their creativity and
artistry on a national stage with

the contest. The winner will be
awarded with two VIP tickets and
have their name included on the
official 200 art lineup.

The festival also offers local
musicians a chance to perform in the
concert partnering with Session Live.
The artists just have to upload a
video of their performance on the
official website and the judges will
select six acts to perform at the
festival. Session Live is also decided
to arrange a special virtual
competition for worldwide
musicians to give them a chance to
perform in the concert.
Life Is Beautiful is a popular music
and art festival in the USA that is
held annually. The festival is taking
place in Downtown Las Vegas,
Nevada since 2013. The concert
became one of the highest-grossing
festivals in the world with the
revenue of $17.7 million. The festival
is also popular for its culinary
lineups.
Last year artists like Billie Eilish,
Tame Impala, A$AP Rocky, Green
Day, and Haim among others
performed at the festival.
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Event Review

Wireless Festival 2022 Was
A Sheer Experience for All

The brilliant performance at the Wireless festival 2022 has
amazed the onlookers, even though it has faced a lot of problems
due to the pandemic situation in the UK.

The last-minute act cancellation in the second London leg of
Wireless has created a huge mess. The audience has shown their
dissatisfaction after the dropouts of many acts. A lot of artists
have backed off from the show at the last minute.

Lil Durk, JI, and Ruger have called off their set at the last moment
in the weekend. The audiences have complained about this whole
thing in-app notification.

Things got a little better after the remaining show started. But the
artists were taking pauses continuously if they see the smallest
sign of trouble. The audiences were a little happy to enjoy even a
little bit after so many things happened in the show.

In the whole show, Megan Thee Stallion was the star of the show.
The artist set the stage on fire with her phenomenal performance
and she also said during the show ‘Y’all are supposed to be
twerking!’

After her performance, the Nigerian vocalist Rema showcased his
talent on stage N4. The audience showed their reaction and it can
be said that he can easily perform on the main stage of the music
festival. His brilliant way of performing the act has mesmerized all
the onlookers. After so many cancellations performances like his,
all the audiences wanted to see.

Cardi B was one of the most iconic performers
of the show. Her graceful performance stunned
everyone.

Her way of entertaining the crowd is different
than all the other artists and intrigues everyone
to dance to the beat of her songs. She teased
everyone by saying ‘Imm’a be your stripper’ and
charmingly performed barefoot at the Wireless
music festival.

There were a lot of artists performing that the
audiences enjoyed thoroughly. The sheer
performances have given them the opportunity
to everyone enjoyed themselves to the fullest.
Along with all these artists, there were more
who joined the show.

There were renowned artists like Nicki Minaj
and SZA who have taken the show to a different
level.

The show has experienced many obstacles due
to the current situation of the pandemic in the
UK. That is why so many artists have canceled
their performances. But apart from that, all the
artists who have performed have tried to
maintain as many safety precautions as they
could.
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V FROM THE BTS HAS BEEN CROWNED AS
THE 'MOST HANDSOME FACE OF K-POP' IN

2022
Bangtan Boys, popularly known as BTS, is arguably the most
popular name in the world right now. Each member of the
renowned K-pop group has received praise for their distinctive
skills and talents since its inception. Additionally, they have won
numerous online voting competitions in other areas as well.

Out of all the members in the septet, the names of Jungkook and
V are once again in the news. Their names had previously been
listed by TC Candler as two of the “10 Most Handsome Faces in
the World.”

Well, to talk more about this, V, whose real name is Kim Tae-
hyung, is once again in the spotlight for his unmatched good
looks and charisma. The K-pop idol came in the first place as the
“Most Handsome K-Face of pop” on the well-known online voting
website for Brazilian entertainment, Dabeme Pop.

Back in March 2022, a list of the “Top 100 – Most handsome Faces
of K-pop in 2022” was published by the Brazilian entertainment
Dabeme Pop. The results of the votes cast by fans from all over the
world favored BTS’s V who was named the “Most Handsome Face
of K-pop in 2022.”

With 1,567,464 votes, V took the top spot, while Jimi n, another
member of the group, came in second with 1,237,456 votes. Group
member Jungkook follows them and is ranked No. 5. Fans have
highlighted that V’s victory is well-deserved given that several
Korean media outlets have chosen the K-pop singer as the genre’s
visual epicenter. Members of GOT7 and BTS took the top fourteen
spots on the online ranking. Given that there are seven members
in each group, it is clear that Ahgases and ARMY are engaged in a
contest of votes.

V’s face features are well known not only in the
K-pop business but also internationally. The
gifted artist has been included on lists of the
“Most Handsome Men of 2022” since the year
2022 began, with well-known figures like Robert
Pattinson, Henry Cavill, and many more.

Going along with the popularity of V in the
global scenario, fans were delighted and
expressed their views on his nomination on the
list. Several fans took to several social media
platforms to highlight their opinions.

Voting for the most handsome or most
attractive men in the world for 2022 has taken
place over the past two months among notable
people all across the world. As usual, Asian
artists topped the list, with numerous Korean
actors and K-pop idols placing highly.

On social media sites like Twitter, Instagram,
TikTok, and YouTube, many interactions and
trends are taken into account to create these
online polls. Jungkook from BTS, a K-pop idol
known for his boy crush charms and unrivaled
looks, came in second place.

South Korean surgeons recently commended K-
pop artist V for his symmetrical face and
endearing appearance in a video on YouTube
that MARQ TV broadcast. V possesses a three-
dimensional treasure-class beauty, renowned
doctor, Lee Jae-jun revealed. The singer’s facial
features, according to the surgeon, were
excessively attractive and said to have a divine
proportion with a mixture that satisfies both
Western and Eastern beauty criteria. Dr. Lee Jae-
jun also praised his looks, even more, pointing
out several distinctive traits that set him apart
from other Koreans. The doctor even described
V’s face as a masterpiece and very rare.

Well, to conclude, it can be said that while V’s
popularity, with every passing day, is steadily
increasing among fans and followers; it is his
talent that has done the job so far. The talent
and the energy V is progressing with are set to
make him even more famous in the upcoming
years. For now, he stays number one on the list
of “Most Handsome Face of K-pop in 2022.”
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The Indian Music Industry Experienced Another
Demise of The Legendary Singer and Composer

Bhupinder Singh
Bhupinder Singh will be
remembered for his melodious
voice and poetic compositions. He
ruled many hearts in the 1970s and
1980s, the golden era of music with
his ghazals.

The ‘Zindigi mere Ghar Ana’ artist
dies at an age of 82. He has gifted
some elegiac ghazals, he performed
them composed them, and gave
this music industry the soul.

Doctors suspected colon cancer and
he has under treatment for that at a
hospital in Mumbai. But he died of
cardiac arrest on Monday Night. A
doctor at Criticare Asia Hospital
said, “His condition worsened on
Monday morning and we had to put

him on a ventilator. He got a cardiac
arrest and died at 7.45 pm.”

Bhupinder Singh’s Wife shared he also
tested positive for COVID 19 while he
was under the treatment at the hospital.

He was born in Amritsar, Punjab. His
father was a music teacher so he
mastered various Indian musical
instruments at an early age. In 1960 he
started playing and performing on the
Radio and at that time when he was
stopped by the legendary composer
Madan Mohan.

Madan Mohan invited him to move to
the base of the Hindi music and movie
industry, Mumbai. His Bollywood debut
was in the 1964 movie “Haqeeqat” with
the song ‘Hoke Majboor Mujhe Usne

Bulaya Hoga’. And after that, there
was no looking back.

He started recording for various
movies and albums. He had worked
with the most renowned names of
the golden era of music.

From Mohammed Rafi and Lata
Mangeshkar to Talat Mahmood he
has worked with all of them. He has
also worked with R D Burman.

The voice that gave songs like
“Kabhi Kisiko Muqammal Jahan
Nahin Milta” is a loss to this
industry. His soul may rest in peace
and his families recover from this
pain soon.
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ALVIDA

Adnan Sami Deletes All Photos from Instagram and Posts A
Video That Reads ‘ALVIDA’

Iconic Indian singer-composition
Adnan Sami once again makes the
headline with his latest Instagram
post after creating a massive buzz
with his pictures showing massive
weight loss. The 50-year-old singer
has recently deleted all his photos
and videos from Instagram. He also
shared another post captioning it
‘Alvida’ which means Goodbye. This
move has made the fans panic and
react to the posting questioning
whether he is alright.

His fans were shocked when they
find out he deleted every picture,
photo, and video on Instagram.
After leaving his Instagram handle
black, he finally posted a video that
read, ‘ALVIDA’. As soon as he
posted the video, the fans became
worried and they started expressing
their concern through the comment

 section. Many fans asked what has
happened and whether he was ok. It is
safe to say that his fans were
heartbroken by the news by going
through the comment section. Some of
his followers came to the conclusion
that the videos could be an
announcement for his upcoming project.
Some even asked whether it was an
upcoming song of his.

Adnan Sami is originally from Pakistan
but he obtained Indian citizenship in
2016. He recently made news after
losing massive weight. He was
apparently 230 kg in his debut album in
2000. His recent pictures from his
Maldives trip with his family gained
massive media and audience attention
for his weight loss transformation. He
recently received the Padma Shri Award
in 2020 for his contribution to the
performing arts field in India.

The legendary singer recently told
Hindustan Times thatthe pandemic
has taught him the value of human
life. He is extremely grateful that
his family and he are alright. He
thanks God that he made it so far
as not many people could.

He said that many people who were
too young left the world during the
pandemic and he was happy that he
survived. He also said, ‘Today more
than anything else I am happy to be
amongst my family and my loved
ones. I am also happy that my fans
are alright because I consider them
as my extended family. It is
wonderful to celebrate life. I am
seeing life in a very different way
now, as opposed to how I used to a
couple of years ago. I have a
newfound respect for life and I plan
on living it to the fullest.
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Tems: The Nigerian Singer Has Been Featured in the Marvel
Movie Series 'Wakanda Forever'

In the movie ‘Wakanda Forever’,
the Nigerian singer Tems has been
included in Marvel movie.
Audiences are eagerly waiting for
her soundscape in the movie

The Nigerian singer, Tems has been
featured in the upcoming movie
‘Wakanda Forever’. This news came
in front of everyone after the trailer
release on the 24th of July. The
singer has been attributed to the
cover song of ‘No Woman No Cry’
by Bob Marley.

The inclusion of her in the
franchise movie of ‘Black Panther’
has created a buzz among all
Marvel lovers. She has added
significance to the creation and
attracted all the audiences.

In the series of ‘Black Panther’, the
audiences have got the opportunity

 to see a lot of renowned artists before.
There were artists like The Weeknd,
SZA, Travis Scott, Future, Khalid, School
Boy Q, Jorja Smith, Swalee, and James
Blake in the first part of the movie.

This movie is based in the African
country Wakanda and shows the true
elements of this region and the people.
That is why Tems has been included in
this movie to enhance its charms. She
has been embraced in this movie to
represent the African culture in a large
aspect.

The artist Tems is currently one of the
most popular artists in the African and
Nigerian music industry. She is
receiving a lot of international
recognition after being featured in
‘Essence’ by Wizkid. Now she is a
proficient artist who is working with
global icons like Beyonce and Drake. She
has also won BET for Best International

Act.

She has become a significant
representer of African and Nigerian
music to the people of America and
Europe. Along with that, she has
become a sensation among young
listeners. Her presence in the
African-centric movie has become a
sensation among all.
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FirstClass
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Ruming

AsItWas
HARRYSTYLES

103
'FirstClass'iscurrentlythebiggest
hitbyup-and-comingAmerican
rapperJackHarlow.Itwasreleased
inMayandhasgarneredover51
millionviewsonYouTubenow.

ThatHill
(ADealWithGod)

RATEBUSH
Thissongisreincarnatedwiththe
popularityofStrangerThings',the
webseriesthatfeaturedBush's
tracks.Theoriginaltrackwas
releasedaround37yearsago.

Harry'smusicalarsenalistaking
biggershapewithhislatestsingle
'AsItWas'fromthealbum'Harry's
House'.Ithasbeenreleasedunder
thelabelofColumbiaRecordsand
Erskine.

01%AboutDamn11770
Itisaboutthemusicindustrythathasstarted
talkingaboutLizzoforheramazingcreation
"AboutDamnTime'.Thisistheleadsinglefrom
Lizzo'sfourthstudioalbum,titledSpecial'.This
trackhasmadetheartistrankno.2inBillboards
200.Ithasalsodebutedasno.1.andcurrently
makingastatementforthisGrammyWinning
sensationinthepopmusicindustry.Therobust
bassline,engaginggrooves,andintriguinglyrical
approachdidnotfailtocaptivatethelisteners
aroundtheworld.Theunwaveringpersonalityof
theartistandherskillsallowhertosingandrap
simultaneously.Honestandmenacing,thisnew
singleisresonatingcloseintheheartsofher
fans.Truly,Lizzoissettinganexample.
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TOP 10 NIGERIAN RICHEST FEMALE
MUSICIANS OF 2022

You will learn about the 10 richest female musicians of Nigeria in
this blog. They are setting some high success standards in their
career. They all have earned their place with hard work and
revolutionary musical depictions. Here is the list of not only the
richest but also the most celebrated and respected female music
artists in the country.

10. Nneka – Net worth $1.3 million

Nneka Lucia Egbuna made her first prominent emergence in 2004
in the opening of Seam Paul at Hamburg Stadtpark. And later on,
she released her Album ‘The Uncomfortable Truth’ before her tour
in Germany, Austria, and Switzerland in April 2005. She sings
more than she raps but her hip-hop style has a separate fan base.
Though she is currently based in Germany nut her prolific profile
is making the country proud of her successes.

9. Cynthia Morgan – Net worth of $1.5 million

She came to the forefront with two of her singles ‘Lead Me On’
and ‘Don’t Break My Heart’. Pop, dancehall, hip-hop, and rap she
has incorporated various genres into her numbers. She debuted
with ‘The Wrong Number’ in movies in the year 2016. And
gradually she became one of the richest Nigerian female singers.

8. Waje – Net worth of $ 1.7 Million

Aituaje Iruobe is famous with the name Waje, her capabilities to
sing in higher ranges are very striking. She has showcased her
talents to show in three octaves. Apart from her singing talents,
she has judged the first seasons of The Voice Nigeria in 2016.
Apart from that she also has been featured in the Africa Soap
Battleground’s Penultimate season in 2018. ‘Thief My Kele’ and
‘One Naira’ are one of her performances. Apart from that, she has

been associated with various non-government
organizations. Her voluntary works are very
impressive.

7. Simi – Net worth of $ 2 million

Born Simisola Bolatito Kosoko introduced her
first album in 2008 titled ‘Ogaju’. After
showcasing her impressive works of music she is
now one of the judges of Nigerian idol of 2022.
She signed a record deal with X3M music she
released her song ‘Tiff’ and was nominated as
the Best Alternative Song in 2015.

But the contract expired in May 2019. She is
now a proud mother of one and a wife of
another eminent music star Adekunle Gold.

6. Seyi Shay – Net worth $2.1 million

She is a singer, a songwriter, and an actress,
born with the name Oluwaseyi Joshua also
famous as Deborah Oluwaseyi Joshua. Seyi Shay
has written various insanely famous albums,
which means not only her voice but also her
words are exceedingly impressive.

She had a contract with Sony’s Colombia
records after that she was signed by Music
World Entertainment and one of the richest
Nigerian female music artists.

5. Chidinma – Net worth of $2.8 million

This 1991-born star was the winner of the third
season of Project Fame West Africa in 2010.
Soon after the win, she released her first music
video ‘Emi Ni Baller.' And with this song, she
became the first female music artist to ever top
the MTV Base Official Naija Top 10 list.

If you want to know the real reason behind her
fame and why her name is one of the top 10
richest Nigerian singers witness her songs like
‘Jankoliko’, ‘Kedike’, ‘Carry You Go,’ ‘Jankoliko,’
and ‘Run Dia Mouth’.

4. Omawumi – Net worth of $3 million

She represents various companies like
Konga.com, Globacom, and Malta Guinness
along with her singing career she is always
multi-tasking. As he is not only an afro-pop,
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soul, and R&B singer she is also a well-known actress. She has been vividly participating in the movement referred to
as ‘Rise with the Energy of Africa’. Omawumi was the first runner-up of the most popular reality show of the Idol
franchise West African Idol’s 7th season. Her musical dominance and on-screen prominence have been the most
contributing factor to her impressive net worth.

3. Yemi Alade – Net worth of $6.5 million

Yemi Eberechi Alade mostly known by her stage name Yemi Alade started this journey in 2005. But her talents were
truly recognized after the Peak Talent Show in 2009. This was a turning point in her life and along with the
appreciation when she released ‘Johnny’ in 2014, the world was aware of her daunting vocals and gripping musical
technicalities. And now she is one of the most popular as well as richest female artists in Nigeria.

2. Tiwa Savage – Net worth $9 million

Being to most fascinatingly successful music artist Tiwa Savage has proved her worth in music each time she
released her musical tracks into the public domain. The ‘Kele Kele Love’ singer was born on is 5th of February 1980,
and started this journey of music when she was sixteen years old. Numerous awards are there in her name, and her
supreme journey has offered this music industry some impressive musical catalogs.

1. ASA – Net worth $28 million

This Nigerian-French started her journey on 2004, with her first studio album ‘Asa’ produced by Cobhams Asuquo.
And her first single ‘Eyé Adaba’ started to gather impressive reactions from around the world based on the supreme
musicality it delivers. Immediately after that, she was signed by Naive Records. Her most popular track is ‘Jailer’ and
her numerous stage shows had made her the richest Nigerian female singer.

Previously American artists had been ruling Nigerian music industries, but now the scenario has changed. Now many
Nigerian artists are influencing the whole world of music. There are many other artists who are incredibly famous
and rich.
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The Temporary Restraining Order Against Ricky Martin is
Dismissed in Puerto Rico

The highly anticipated case of
Ricky Martin’s restraining order is
finally dismissed at the Puerto Rico
Court. It is being said that the
petitioner was his own nephew.

Livin' la Vida Loca singer Ricky
Martin has been hit by a restraining
order earlier this month by an
anonymous petitioner with claims
of domestic abuse. And last week, it
was revealed that the petitioner
was none other than his 21 years
old nephew Dennis Yadiel Sanchez.

Martin virtually appeared for the
petition in Puerto Rico Court on
Thursday. After the session, the
Judge dismissed the temporary
restraining order and also declined
its extension. The lawyers are
claiming that Sanchez himself has
asked to dismiss the case.

A judicial spokesperson said, “the
petitioner ceased his claims
voluntarily; therefore the case was
archived and no further procedures
are required.”

The order was filed under the law of
domestic violence. But there was no
concrete evidence of the matter.
Sanchez could not provide any further
details.

Martin’s local attorneys namely Carmelo
Dávila, Joaquín Monserrate Matienzo,
and Harry Mansanet Pastrano, "Just as
we had anticipated, the temporary
protection order was not extended by
the Court."

It was further said that "The accuser
confirmed to the court that his decision
to dismiss the matter was his alone,
without any outside influence or
pressure, and the accuser confirmed he
was satisfied with his legal
representation in the matter... The
request came from the accuser asking to
dismiss the case."

Sanchez claimed that he has been in
seven months of relationship with
Martin and the singer and now the
singer is unable to accept their split.

However, the superstar singer has
already denied all the allegations by

Sanchez which was further
prompted by Hollywood lawyer
Marty Singer.

Ricky said, “I’ve been working
onstage in the public eye for almost
four decades, And I’ve never, ever
had to deal with anything as
painful as what I’ve been through
in the last two weeks.”

The Puerto Rico legal teams have
also shared the same thought and
said, "This was never anything
more than a troubled individual
making false allegations with
absolutely nothing to substantiate
them."

The team further said, "We are glad
that our client saw justice done and
can now move forward with his life
and his career."

Superstar Ricky Martin is all set to
perform a live concert on Friday
and Saturday at the Hollywood
Bowl along with The Los Angeles
Philharmonic.
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Shakira
May Face 8
Years
Sentence
for Tax
Fraudulence
in Spain
Shakira is now in trouble as two
Spanish prosecutors filed a case
against her for tax fraudulence. It is
reported she has not paid € 14.5
million during 2012-2014

The prosecutors of Spain said that
they would ask a court to sentence
the pop star from Columbia,
Shakira to an 8-year jail sentence if
she is found guilty in the alleged
tax-fraud case.

The pop singer Shakira, whose full
name is Shakira Isabel Meberak
Ripoll has allegedly failed to pay
taxes of around € 14.5 million from
2012 to 2014. The prosecutors also
said that she should be fined € 24
million as well.

Her publicists gave a public
statement and said, “Shakira has
always cooperated and abided by
the law, demonstrating impeccable
conduct as an individual and a
taxpayer.”

Her publicists also accused the
prosecutors of violating the tax
laws of the country and depriving
Shakira of her rights.

The Spanish authority first began
investigating her finances in 2018.
The prosecutors have filed the
case based on the reports
maintained by the Spanish Tax
Agency. This report records her
visit to hairdressers, beauty
salons, medical clinics, and other
places to prove that she had spent
more than 183 days in Spain. The
period is the legal requirement to
make her a Spanish tax resident.

Her defense team has argued that
she did not spend enough time
between 2012 and 2014 to attract
any provision of Spanish tax laws.
They have accused the
prosecutors of having “abusive
methods” and argued they were
trying to earn money out of her

during her international shows and
tours.

Shakira said that she has already
paid € 17.2 million in taxes and she
has to pay no more amounts to the
Spanish Government.

She also said that she is very
confident about her innocence and
ready to fight against any legal
actions against her. Even, she is
ready to “resolve any differences” if
the legal action against her is found
legitimate.

She was recently in news for her
separation from FC Barcelona’s
defender Gerard. The news came as a
shock to their fans as she accused
Piqué of infidelity.
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Fans Get Injured at Dua Lipa’s
Toronto Concert Due to
Unauthorized Fireworks

British pop star performed on July
27th, Wednesday night at the
Scotiabank Arena, Toronto when an
unidentified person set off a series of
fireworks, which injured some of the
fans present at the show.

The unfortunate event that caused
minor injuries to three people has been
currently getting investigated. The
Toronto concert became a nightmare
for many.As per the fan-captured
videos from the concert, it can be seen
that the fireworks were set off on the
arena floor. After they were set off, fans
started running towards seated parts of

the concert to take cover. In the
videos, Lipa did not appear to be
alarmed as she didn’t even notice
the incident.

After the show, Dua Lipa gave her
statement on the matter through
her Instagram Stories. She wrote,
‘Creating a safe and inclusive
space at my shows is always my
first priority, and my team and I
are just as shocked and confused
by the events as you all are. Many
fans thought that the fireworks
were part of the show and soon
realized they were not.

She did not anticipate such an act
happening at her concert and
appeared very concerned for the
safety of her fans.

Maple Leaf Sports &
Entertainment, the organizer of the
show stated that they were working
with the Toronto police on the
investigation. The company stated,
‘At the end of a concert event at
Scotiabank Arena, unauthorized
and illegal fireworks were set off on
the arena floor by a member of the
audience. As a result, three
attendees received minor aidon-
site and were able to go home
without a need for further medical
attention.’

They also said, ‘As one of the
premier venues in North America,
creating a safe and secure venue for
every attendee at Scotiabank Arena
is MLSE’s top priority and we
immediately began working in
cooperation with Toronto Police to
fully investigate this reckless and
dangerous act.’

Dua Lipa is one of the headliners at
the Lollapalooza festival on the
night of July 29th. Earlier this
month Dua Lipa made the headline
by performing at the Roskilde
festival in Denmark with Post
Malone and Turnstile. She later
participated in a fun game of beer
pong backstage after the show. Post
Malone shared the video of their
game where the rapper made an
amazing shot against Turnstile
before the crown went crazy.
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